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ABSTRACT 
This paper provides a bridge between singular-system representations, module 
theory, and the geometric theory of subspaces. By means of a theorem, the “little” 
pole space associated with a singular system is shown to be isomorphic to the global 
system pole space, a module-theoretic concept incorporating both finite- and infinite- 
system-pole information. These results hold true for any regular matrix pencil (zE - A) 
and may be interpreted as special cases in terms of causal and anticausal systems. 
Moreover, fundamental subspaces associated with matrix pencils are isomorphic to 
k[z]- and &-modules representing finite and infinite system poles. As a result, 
dynamical structures on these limit spaces may be determined. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Although ideas often overlap in different areas of research, it is not always 
apparent how these similar concepts relate. In particular, researchers define 
poles in a variety of ways, with a number of applications, and with varying 
emphases. This investigation establishes an isomorphic relationship between 
the standard pole space of a singular system and the structured system pole 
space defined via module theory; indeed, it is valuable in relating well-known 
methods in commutative algebra to the accepted singular-system pole space. 
This important link provides a means to examine singular systems through the 
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use of module theory and produces a dynamical interpretation of singular-sys- 
tem pole spaces. In order to characterize poles of singular systems using 
either method, one is immediately drawn to the study of matrix pencils. 
Specifically, the geometry associated with matrix pencils is interpreted using 
the aforementioned pole-space isomorphism, thus relating these three re- 
search arenas and establishing dynamical structures throughout. 
Notation, mathematical preliminaries, and singular systems are examined 
at the end of the present section. Section 2 presents system pole module-the- 
oretic definitions which consider both finite and infinite poles of a singular 
system. The global system pole space defined is a means to consider informa- 
tion on finite- and infinite-system-pole modules simultaneously. The theorem 
of Section 3 contains an isomorphism between EX and the global system pole 
space. Also an illustration of the theorem using the Weierstrass form may be 
found. Section 4 characterizes the images of portions of the isomorphic 
mapping of Section 3 that relate to the finite- and infinite-system-pole 
modules. Fundamental subspaces related to the geometric 
description of the pencil (zE - A) are introduced in Section 5, wherein 
k[ z]- and @,-module structures on fundamental limit spaces are determined. 
For k an arbitrary field, k[ .z] is the ring of polynomials in the indetermi- 
nate z with coefficients in k, and /c(z) is the induced quotient field of 
rational functions in z with coefficients in k. To discuss poles in the 
multivariable sense, let X be an r-dimensional vector space of states over k, 
and note that k[z] and k(z) also are k-vector spaces. The k[ z&module 
RX = k[z] @‘k X can be viewed as the set of r X 1 column vectors with 
coefficients in k[ z]. Note that RX is sometimes written as X[ .z]. Likewise, 
the k(z)-vector space X(z) = k(z) @.k X is the set of r-dimensional column 
vectors with rational coefficients. Now a module differs from a vector space 
in only one aspect: the underlying field in a vector space is replaced by a ring. 
For a closer look at modules and their elementary properties see [l], for 
example, where details on exact sequences and the snake lemma also are 
presented. 
Due to space constraints, the module-theoretic framework will not be 
expounded upon here. The reader is directed to the very readable work of [2] 
for a basic introduction to the subject, and to [3,4] for inaugural finite 
input-output and system-level pole and zero examinations, respectively. It is 
important to remember that pole and zero modules contain much more than 
rank-drop information. In addition, these modules include pole and zero 
multiplicities and describe the dynamics of the system itself. To consider 
poles and zeros at infinity, correlative modules at infinity were first intro- 
duced in [5] and combined in a “global” sense with finite ideas in [6]. In the 
module-theoretic context, the investigation of the point at infinity is essen- 
tially parallel to the finite case; merely a change of ring is involved, with little 
adaptation of the essential theory. Moreover, the module-theoretic approach 
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allows a means to measure zeros that occur due to incomplete images or 
nonzero kernels of the transfer function or system matrix. Such zeros are 
termed “generic” and have been instrumental in the formulation of fmed zero 
and pole modules in model matching [7,8], in relation to invariant subspaces 
in geometric control theory [9], and in the blocking of system inputs by 
specific initial conditions [4,9]. Cl o a and generic ideas have been combined b 1 
in the complete accounting of zeros and poles of transfer-function matrices 
and of systems [lo, 111 and have been used to indicate exactly how zeros and 
feedback loops interact [12,13]. 
The difference or algebraic equations of a mathematical system model 
may be described by the equations 
Ex(i + 1) =Ax(i) + Bu(i), (1.1) 
y(i) = Cx(i), (1.2) 
where x is an r-dimensional k-vector called the semistate, and u and y are 
k-vectors of inputs and outputs of dimensions m and p, respectively. The 
k-linear maps E: X + X, A: X + X, B: U + X, and C: X + Y describe a 
singular system fiE, A, B, C), where E may be singular. For more informa- 
tion on representations of singular (generalized, implicit, semistate, descrip- 
tor) systems see [14-161. If (zE - A) h as nonzero determinant in k[z], a 
unique solution of the z-transformed equivalents of (1.1) and (1.2) exists, and 
the system y( E, A, B, C) is said to be regular. Hereafter, the assumption of 
regularity holds. 
The study of zeros and poles in the single-input, single-output (SISO) 
case has been extensive. Consider a SISO transfer function g(z) = n(z)/g(z> 
with (n(z), d(z)) coprime and n(x), d(z) E k[x]. Then the zeros of the 
polynomials n(z) and d(z) are called the zeros and poles of g(z), respec- 
tively. In the case of multi-input, multi-output (MIMO) systems, pole and 
zero information, examined on both external and internal levels, becomes 
complicated by the issues of degeneracy; for an in-depth survey of these 
ideas, see [17]. Many zero and pole generalizations are based upon a matrix 
representation such as the Smith or Smith-McMillan form. Detailed descrip- 
tions of the finite forms can be found in [18], and the Smith-McMillan form 
at infinity, in [5]. 
2. A MODULE POINT OF VIEW 
An investigation into system pole definitions reveals that the finite pole 
structure of a singular system is determined by the zero structure of (zE - A) 
at a finite z E C [15]. The finite-system-pole module for a regular singular 
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system fi E, A, B, C) is defined as 
x(p) = (zE - A)OX' (2-l) 
Thus, X(9) is the set of polynomial vectors modulo those polynomial vectors 
also in the image of (zE - A). A representative of X(9’) is X(Z) E fl X 
where (zE - A)-‘x( z) G IRX. The module (2.1) is finitely generated be- 
cause C! X is finitely generated. It also is torsion, because (zE - A) is 
invertible; that is, the standard assumption of regularity applies. That the 
invariant factors of (2.1) are Smith zeros of (zE - A) may be seen using the 
snake lemma [I]. In fact, 
(2.2) 
in which the h,(z)‘s are the invariant polynomials of (zE - A), and the 
dimension of X(9), written dim X(P), is the number of finite system poles. 
By extension to rings other than k[z], the pole module has been em- 
ployed to study poles at infinity [5]. Let & denote the valuation ring at 
infinity of proper rational functions in k(z). For any finite-dimensional vector 
space X, R,X = & Q, X is a free module over 8,. Any rational vector 
X(z) may be written in terms of its polynomial and strictly proper parts as a 
direct sum, that is, 
X( 2) = c&x 63 z-l&X. (2.3) 
Likewise, the k-linear projections out of X(Z) which produce the decomposi- 
tion (2.3) are defined as r+: X(z) + fix and 7~_: X(Z) + z-l&X. 
The concept of infinite poles of a system has been determined by the zero 
structure of (zE - A) at infinity in the literature. The infinite-pole structure 
of a singular system is defined as isomorphic to the zero structure of 
((l/z)E - A) t a z = 0 [15]. In fact, [14] relates the infinite-zero structure of 
(.zE - A), defined via its Smith-McMillan form at infinity, to the impulsive 
motions which correspond essentially to (zE - A) losing rank at z = w. 
The infinite-system-pole module is defined as 
x&-q = 
f&OX 
i&X 1’7 (zE - A)&X’ (2.4) 
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Note that this definition parallels the finite-pole case (2.1). A development 
similar to that of the finite case may be presented over & with minimal 
modifications. In this case, X&V) is canonically isomorphic to 
(2.5) 
for all the I.‘~ > 0 in the zero structure at infinity of (zE - A). The module 
(2.4) is finitely g enerated and torsion, and dim X_(9) is the number of 
system poles at infinity. 
REMARK. There exists an isomorphic form for X&9), 
z -'0,x 
L(p) = z-'0,X n (zE - A)z-‘f&,X (2.6) 
which depends upon the @,-module isomorphism &,X z z-i1R,X. 
A concrete way to examine finite and infinite poles simultaneously has 
been established in general [6]. Even though the finite-pole module and 
infinite-pole module are modules over different rings, these modules may be 
combined by direct summation. The global system pole space is defined by 
a direct sum of the k[ z&module and &,-module whose invariant factors are 
the finite system poles and the infinite system poles, respectively. Then 
a9) also is a finite-dimensional vector space over k, because X(Y) and 
X&Y) are both finite-dimensional vector spaces over k. Indeed, much more 
will be said about this space. 
3. ON PENCILS AND POLES 
In singular system theory, the semistate X may be referred to as the pole 
space. Due to possible singularity of E, the space EX becomes the “little” 
pole space. For a regular matrix pencil (zE - A), the global system pole 
space k&Y) (2.7)--’ mcorporating both finite and infinite system pole struc- 
tures-is found to be isomorphic to EX [ll]. This result is summarized in the 
following theorem, and an entire proof is provided. 
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THEOREM 1. Given a space X and mappings E: X + X and A: X + X 
such that (zE - A): X(z) + X(z) is invertible over k(z). Then the global 
system pole space 
fkX Z-l&X 
z(9) = (zE - A)RX ’ (.zE - A)z-l&X n zP’LR,X (3*1) 
is isomorphic over k to the space EX, the image of E on X. 
Proof. For any x( .z) E X( z>, define res( x( z)) as the coefficient of .z ~’ 
of x(z). Then res may be thought of as a map from X( .z) to X. Furthermore, 
define p: X(Z) + X with the action 
x(z) ++ res(( .zE - A)-‘x( .z)) (3.2) 
for r(z) E X(Z). Now consider the map 8: X(9) -+ EX defined by 
qx(z)) = Ed+)) (3.3) 
for X(Z) E LRX. To see that this map is well defined, show that for some 
element X(Z) of (zE - A)flX, 0(x(z)> must be equivalent to zero in EX. 
Any such X(Z) may be written as (.zE - A)?(z) for X(z) E (RX. Therefore, 
p(x(z>) is zero, and 8 is well defined. 
The mapping 19 is also manic. Any x(z) may be written in the form 
x(z) = (zE -A)z-+((zE -A)-‘+)) 
+(zE -A)r_((zE -A)-%(z)), (3.4) 
where the second right-hand-side term may be expanded to 
(zE - A)(?_@’ + x’_/ + ***), (3.5) 
where, by definition, 
xc-1 = res(( zE - A)-‘x( z)) (3.6) 
= P(44). (3.7) 
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In view of these observations, (3.4) becomes 
x(z) = (zE - A)r+(( zE - A)-%(z)) + Ep( x( z)) + g(z) (3.8) 
for x^( z) some strictly proper part. However, x(z) is polynomial. Therefore, 
x(z) = (zE -A)r+((zE -A)-‘+)) +Ep(+)) (3.9) 
for any x(z) E RX. Now choose any x(z) in the kernel of 0 so that 
From (3.91, 
Ep( x( 2)) = 0. (3.10) 
x(z) = (zE - A)r+((zE -A)-%(z)), (3.11) 
trivial in X(Y). 
Define a mapping 6: X&Y) + EX with the same action as 0; that is, for 
x’(z) E z-‘&X, 
+(x’(z)) = E+(z)). (3.12) 
In similar vein, 6 may be shown to be well defined. Again write any x’(z) as 
Z(z) = (zE -A)n+((zE -A)-‘+)) +Ep(Z(z)) +2(z) (3.13) 
as in (3.8), but this time x’(z) is strictly proper. Therefore, 
(zE -A)n+((zE -A)-‘+)) = -Ep(f(z)). (3.14) 
Assume an x’(z) trivial in XJY); thus, 
2(z) = (zE -A)x,, (3.15) 
for xSp E z -l&X. Under (3.151, 
r+((zE -A)-%(z)) = 0, (3.16) 
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and therefore Ep( Z( z)) is also zero and 6 is well defined. 
To show that 6 is one-to-one, suppose x’(z) E X&Y) goes to zero under 
6. Assume, then, that 
E&Z(z)) = 0. (3.17) 
According to (3.14), 
n-+((zE -A)-?(z))=0 (3.18) 
because ker(zE - A) is zero. This implies that 
(zE -A)-l;6(z)= r_((zE -A)-'?(z)) (3.19) 
or, similarly, 
Z(z) = (zE -A)r_((zE -A)-%(z)), (3.20) 
which is trivial in X&Y). Then 6 is manic. 
Because the same action establishes well-defined, manic maps from 
X(9’) and X&Y’) into EX, the map 0: S&Y) + EX with action 
is certainly well defined and one-to-one by linearity and the previous argu- 
ments. To see that 
EX = im X(9) @ im k(Y), (3.22) 
it needs to be demonstrated that the map 0 is onto and that the images in 
(3.22) are disjoint. 
First, for 0 to be onto, any Ex_, E EX must be in the image of 0. 
Consider an x(z) E X(z) such that 
x(z) =(zE -A)x_,z-' =Ex_, -AQz-' (3.23) 
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for Ex_, E flX and -A_,z-’ E z-i&X. Then 
(zE -A)-‘+) =x_~Z-’ = ,+(Z>)z-‘> (3.24) 
and EL, for any x_i E X may be written as 
O( EL,, -Ax_,Z-‘). (3.25) 
Now, im X(Y) and im L(Y) under 0 are disjoint. Choosing an X(Z) E 
RX yields (3.9) whereas any x’(z) E Z- ‘s1, X may be written as 
(zE -A)r_((zE -A)-?(z)) - Ep(+)). (3.26) 
Assume that Ep(x(z)) and Ep( x’(z)) are equal. In this case, 
(zE -A)-‘(+) +2(z)) = T+((zE -A)-%(z)) 
+ n_((zE -A)-‘?(z)) (3.27) 
where both 
r_((zE -A)-%(z)) = r+((zE -A)-%(z)) = 0. (3.28) 
Hence, (zE - A1-l maps the polynomial X(Z) to a polynomial result and the 
strictly proper Z(Z) to a strictly proper result. Therefore, p( x(z)) and 
Ep(x(z) + x’(z)> each are zero. Thus, im X(P) and im X&Y) coincide in 
EX at only one point, that being zero, and the images are disjoint. In this 
manner, aY) is isomorphic to EX. n 
REMARK. If E is the identity, a resulting corollary states that the 
nonminimal state space X is isomorphic over k to X(P). Similarly, if A is 
nonsingular and considered to be the identity and A-‘E = N is nilpotent, 
NX is isomorphic to X&F) as a k-vector space. 
REMARK. To examine the mapping 0, consider the Weierstrass form 
where 
E=[:, ;I, A=[“0 ;]. (3.29) 
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Here A, of Jordan form contains the finite-eigenvalue information of (E, A), 
and N, a nilpotent Jordan form matrix, represents the infinite relative 
eigenstructure [19]. Any singular system P(E, A, B, C) may be analyzed 
using this canonical decomposition of (zE - A) in order to separate the 
causal and anticausal components of the system. Additionally, admit the 
notation X = X,, @ X, to distinguish the decomposition. 
Choose a polynomial 
x( .z) = x0 + xlzl + xpz2 + *** + X,Xrn. (3.30) 
Then 0 acting on (r(z), 0) gives 
x0 + A,x, + ( A,)‘x, + ... +( Al)mx, 
0 1 (3.31) 
as an element of X,, @ &. Alternatively, for x’(z) E z-l 0,X where 
2(z) = .-- + Xc_,Z-r + **. + x_,zp2 + x_,z-1, (3.32) 
O(0, x’(z)> produces 
0 
E 
-f_, _ j,,_, _ . . . - N’-lz_. - ..* 1 ’ 
obviously disjoint from (3.31). 
In this way the space EX has been given a structure through the use of 
the global system pole space-a direct sum of a k[.z]-module and an 
@,-module-and the mapping 0. 
4. SYSTEM POLE MODULE MAPPINGS 
It is interesting to examine the two portions of 0: tip) -+ EX, the 
isomorphism of Theorem 1. In particular the individual mappings 8: X(5? 
+ EX and 6: X,&7) + EX may be analyzed as to their images in EX. The 
following theorems provide these characterizations as subspaces in EX. 
LEMMA 1. Given linear mappings E: X + X and A: X -+ X on a space 
X. Zfx<z> E RX, then 8: X(9) + EX with action defined in Theorem 1 has 
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equivalent action for x(z) a representative of a class in X(9) given by 
13(x(z)) = (zE -A)m_((zE -A)-%(z)). (4.1) 
Proof. Note that any x(z) E X(z) may be written as in (3.4). If x(z) is 
polynomial, then so is 
(zE - A)r_(( zE - A)-’ x(z)). (4.2) 
By definition, the action of 0(x(z)) is (3.3), which may be rewritten as 
E[res[m+((zE -A)-’ r(z)) + rr_((zE -A)-‘+))]] 
= E[res[n_((zE - A)-l”(z))]]+ (4.3) 
For the notation 
r_(( .zE - A)-%(z)) = Y_~z-~ + Y_~z-~ + Y_~z-~ + a.. (4.4) 
consider (zE - A)T_(( zE - A>-lx(z)) a polynomial by (4.2). Then (4.3) 
reduces to EY_~ by (4.4) and 
EY-n =AY-,,+I, n = 2,3,. . . . (4.5) 
Therefore, (4.1) is proved. W 
The next theorem incorporates Lemma 1 into a characterization of the 
image of the mapping 13 which maps- the finite-system-pole module X(9’) 
into EX. The image of 8 is, in fact, all Ex E EX that are strictly proper 
under (zE - A)-l. 
THEOREM 2. For 0: X(9) + EX with action 
6,(x(z)) = (zE -A)r_((sE -A)-%(Z)) (4.6) 
the image of 8 may be characterized by 
im 8 = {Ex I( zE - A)-lEx E z-‘C&X}. (4.7) 
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proof. For necessity, write T_(( zE - A)-‘x(z)) as in (4.4). Recall that 
O( r( z>> has action (4.6). Then 
(ZE -A)-%(+)) = m-(&E -A)-‘+)) (4.8) 
is strictly proper; that is, (4.8) E z-‘s1,X. 
Sufficiency requires the supposition that (zE - A)-‘Ex is an element of 
z-‘s1,X for some x E X. Let 
Ex =x(z) (4.9) 
represent a state in X(P); then 
0(x(z)) = (zE -A)r_((zE -A)-%) (4.10) 
= Ex. (4.11) 
Hence, an Ex which satisfies the characteristics of (4.7) is in the image of 8. 
n 
Likewise, the image of the infinite-system-pole module X&Y) in EX 
under the mapping 6 is all Ex E EX that are polynomial under (zE - A)-‘. 
This result is illustrated in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Consider the mapping 8: X&V) + EX from Theorem 1 
such thatfor x’(z) E Z-~&,X, 
6(?(z)) =E[res[(zE -~)~‘r’(z)]]. (4.12) 
Then 
im6= {E~I(zE-A)-~E~ERX}. (4.13) 
Proof. Recall from Theorem 1 that for X’(Z) E z-lfl,X 
(zE -A)w+((zE -A)-%(z)) = -E+(z)) = -+(z)). (4.14) 
Therefore, im 6 is polynomial. 
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Assume (zE - A)-lEx E 0X. Moreover, choose X’(X) E a-‘&X so 
that 
Z(z) = r_(( zE - A)&) = -Axz-‘. (4.15) 
Using (4.14) and (4.151, calculate 
6(?(z)) = -(zE -A)?r+((zE -A)-k((zE -A)x-‘)) (4.16) 
= -(zE - A)T+ 
((zE - A)-‘[(zE - A)rz-’ - m+((zE - A+-‘)I) 
(4.17) 
= -(zE - A)rr+(-(zE - A)-lEw) 
= Ex. 




REMARK. Note that (zE - A)-l_Ex has both a strictly proper and poly- 
nomial part; therefore, 
EX=im8@im6=imX(y) @im&(p) 
under the mappings 8 and 6, respectively. 
(4.20) 
5. DYNAMICAL STRUCTURES ON FUNDAMENTAL SUBSPACES 
There are fundamental spaces which have been studied in the singular 
systems area for some time; see, for example, a geometric tutorial [20] and 
[21-261. Such spaces have been involved in the characterization of reachabil- 
ity and controllability indices in singular systems, and in the determination of 
the zero structure of (zE - A). In this section, emphasis is placed on the 
matrix pencil (zE - A), associated chains of subspaces and their limit spaces, 
and their relationship to finite- and infinite-system-pole modules. 
Associated with the space X and mappings E: X + X and A: X -+ X, 
the sequence of spaces defined by 
v”=x. 
V r~+l = A-1( EVm) (5-l) 
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v” 2 v1 2 v2 2 -*a, (5.2) 
a descending chain of subspaces. Note that in (5.1) A-’ is the inverse image 
map. Additionally, define V* as the limit space of (5.2). The space V* is the 
largest subspace of X such that AV & EV. 
THEOREM 4. Given a space X, mappings E: X + X and A: X + X, the 
limit space V* defined by (5.1)-(5.2), and 0: X(9) + EX of Theorem 1. 
Then 
im 8 = EV”. (5.3) 
Proof. First prove that 
0(X(Y)) = {Ex I(zE - A)-lEx E s-‘&X} c EV*. (5.4) 
Recall the proof of Lemma 1, and note that for x(z) E LRX 
@(+)) = EY-1 (5.5) 
and (4.5) may be written. Equation (5.5) implies that y _ 1 E X = V ‘, so that 
Ey_ 1 E EV ‘. Consider (4.5) for n = 2. Then y _ r E A-lEX = V ‘. Similarly 
for n = 3, y-a E V1 implies that y-r E V2. By induction, y-l E V” and 
hence Ey_, E EV*. 
To prove that 
0(X(P)) = {E+E -A)-lEx~r-lfl,X}zEV*, (5.6) 
suppose x E V”. Since AV* c EV * there exists some x_~ E V* such that 
Ax = EC,. (5.7) 
Similarly, there exists some x_a E V * such that 
h-2 = EL,, (5.8) 
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and x_~ E V* such that 
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(5.9) 
for i > 3. Therefore Ex may he written as 
(zE - A)(& + x_~z-~ + x~sz-~ + ..a). (5.10) 
Due to regularity, (zE - A)- ‘Ex is strictly proper and EV * = im 8. n 
NOW consider the ascending chain of subspaces defined by 
w” = {o}, 
W1 = kerE = EP1( AW’), 
(5.11) 
Wm+l = E-‘( AW”‘), 
where E-l is the inverse image function of E defined on AW m by 
{~EXIE~EAW~}. (5.12) 
The subspaces in (5.11) form the chain 
W0~W’~W2~ ..*, (5.13) 
where the limit space is defined as W *, the largest subspace W such that 
EW G AW. 
Theorem 5, analogous to Theorem 4, concentrates on the image of the 
infinite-system-pole module under the mapping 6: X&9’) + EX. 
THEOREM 5. Given a space X, mappings E: X + X and A: X -+ X, the 
limit space W* defined by (5.11)-(5.13), and 6: X,(9) + EX of Theorem 1. 
Then 
im6=EW*. (5.14) 
Proof. For (xE - A)-lEx E &IX 
Ex = (zE - A)( x0 + xIz + ... + x,_&-~ + x,2”). (5.15) 
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Therefore, 
Ex, = 0, (5.16) 
EX n-1 =A,, (5.17) 
Exe = Ax,, (5.18) 
Ex = -Ax,. (5.19) 
Equation (5.16) implies that x, E kerE = W’, (5.17) that x,_~ E W2, and 
(5.19) that x E W n+ ’ and ultimately W*. 
NOW, since EW * = LJ EW *, it suffices to prove that 
EW”~{E+E-A)-‘EeflX}=P, (5.20) 
by induction on m. For m = 0, W” = 0, and for m = 1, W1 = ker E. 
Suppose it is known that 
EW” G P, (5.21) 
for some m, and recall that 
EWmil G AW”. (5.22) 
If x E wm+l, 
Ex=Ax, (5.23) 
for some x1 E W”. Such an x1 may be written as 
(zE - A)-‘(zE - A)x, = (zE - A)-‘zEx, - (zE -A)%+ (5.24) 
and 
(zE-A)-hq =z(zE-A)-‘E3il -x1. (5.25) 
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The term z(zE - A)-‘Ex, is polynomial by (5.21) so that (zE - A)-lAx, 
also is polynomial. Therefore, 
(zE - A)-% E flX (5.26) 
by (5.23). As a result, 
EW”+’ c P, (5.27) 
also so that EW* = im 6. n 
Since isomorphisms 0: X(Y) * EV* and 19: X&Y) + EW” have 
been determined, it is evident that a k[z]-module structure exists on EV* 
and an &-module action on EW*. The latter is implicit in the proof of 
Theorem 5. If x E W*, so that Ex E EW*, then also Ax E EW*. The 
&,-module map is Ex + Ax. On EV*, examine an x E V * and Ex E EV*. 
Again, Ax E EV*, so that the k[z]-module map is Ex + Ax. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
A relationship between the system pole spaces of module theory and 
singular-system representations has been established by means of a theorem. 
In this way, two research areas have been integrated. The resulting theorem 
is a key component in the complete accounting of poles and zeros of a 
singular system. Such an accounting includes finite and infinite system poles, 
invariant zeros both finite and at infinity, and system generic zeros. For a 
more detailed discussion of these results, see [Ill. 
Additionally, a dynamical structure has been established for limit spaces 
of fundamental ascending and descending chains associated with a matrix 
pencil (zE - A). These structures have been characterized dynamically 
through the images of the finite- and infinite-system-pole modules under 
specified mappings. It is apparent that similar analysis may be addressed 
regarding decoupling zero modules and controllability and observability in- 
dices. 
The author wishes to thank Dr. Bostwick F. Wyman of The Ohio State 
University for his consultations regarding pencils and associated subspaces. 
Dr. Michael K Sain of the University of Notre Dame also has been instrumen- 
tal in module-theoretic singular-system research. The useful remarks of the 
reviewers were helpful in the preparation of the final version of this 
manuscript. 
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